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The set point theory is rock solid – so accept the fact that you are stuck in your present body size and shape. Look around – don’t the body shapes of your friends and
relatives remain about the same year after year? Mr. Jones, working behind the
counter at the post office, has been rotund since the day you met him 20 years ago.
Your Aunt Millie maintains her same full form – with a few fleeting changes due to one
fad diet or another. With rare exceptions, the fat ones stay fat and the trim ones stay
trim. Their identities (and yours) are maintained like the presidents’ faces carved in
stone on Mount Rushmore.
Fortunately, there are ways out of this ambush.
You have three basic choices:

You could eat less everyday. But that doesn’t work because it hurts too
much to be hungry all the time. Proving the accepted statement, “Diets
Don’t Work.”
You could start an intense exercise program. People become marathon
or triathlon runners losing weigh by dedicating 2 hours or more a day to strenuous exercise.
And they keep the weight off as long as they are able to endure this brutal routine. Painful!
Change the composition of your foods. Quickly learn to enjoy delicious
healthy meals - no pain, all gain (I mean, weight loss). Last month's
newsletter discussed this basic concept in detail: Eat like an Asian
(rice-based diet - look an Asian (trip, young and active). Otherwise, continue eating like an American, and continue to…
From my viewpoint there is only one obvious choice in order to become trim
and healthy for a lifetime. Hopefully, by now that is your viewpoint, too.
How Well Does the “Regular” McDougall Program Work?
We have collected weight loss data on nearly 300 people who have attended our basic
McDougall Program in Santa Rosa, California and found that with unrestricted eating
(buffet tables of delicious healthy foods, three meals a day, and snacks all day long),
the average weight loss is a half a pound a day – 3.5 pounds in a week – translated
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into 14 pounds a month – and so on, until trim body weight is reached.
This is a highly desirable rate of weight loss. Most experts say you should set your weight loss goals at no more than
2 pounds a week. Don’t worry about the extra pound and a half weekly loss you get with our program. Three and a
half pounds per week is not too fast because our recommendation is for you to change to a natural and normal behavior: to eat delicious foods to the full satisfaction of your healthy appetite. This intelligent lifestyle transformation results in weight loss that is permanent – a new you from new nutrition.
How Well Does the Maximum Weight Loss Program Work?
This past month (January 14 to 23, 2005) we held our first 10-day live-in program based upon the principles of Maximum Weight Loss – designed by Mary and John McDougall almost 20 years ago to help people lose weight faster
and easier, and to maintain that new size. Thousands of people have successfully followed this program at home.
Some implement the rules strictly, all of the time, and others simply use the more limiting program for short periods to
lose a few stubborn pounds, returning to the “regular” McDougall Program for most of the year. (The most significant
difference, as you will soon learn, is that the “regular” program uses whole grain flour products, like breads, bagels,
and muffins, and more fruits, juices and other simple sugars.)
The average weight loss achieved in this first ever Maximum Weight Loss Live-in Program held at our clinic in Santa
Rosa, California was slightly over 4.5 pounds in 7 days – in other words, about one pound more than is lost in the
usual program for the week. (That’s 52 extra well-deserved pounds in a year from that extra effort.) Our guests
never suffered a moment of hunger and they thoroughly enjoyed the tastes of the meals we served to them. That
was obvious; they ate 2, 3, 4 and more servings at each meal. Most importantly, they loved the results – easy weight
loss, relief of headaches and arthritis, and dramatic reductions in blood sugars, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels.
They got their lives back – all by eating delicious foods.

Refinements for Maximum Weight Loss
Here Are the Measures Taken to Emphasize Weight Loss:

Thrive on Unrefined Starch:
Starches are low in calories (calorie dilute), low in fat (the fat you eat is the fat you wear) and high in carbohydrate
(which satisfies the hunger drive). Most importantly, there are sufficient calories in starches to meet your needs for
energy and to satisfy your powerful hunger drive. Some starches, like squash and potatoes, are lower in calories
than others (like grains), and these are very good for rapid weight loss. Starches like beans, peas, and lentils slow
the emptying of the stomach, keeping you feeling satisfied longer, and thereby encouraging lasting weight loss, and
providing an emotionally rewarding dining experience.
Program Protocol: At the Maximum Weight Loss Program (at our clinic) we served at least one entrée every meal
as a low-calorie unrefined starch. Popular dishes were Shepherd’s Pie (found in the April 2002 newsletter), Spicy
Yam Stew (December 2004), Vegetable Bean Enchiladas (The Quick and Easy Cookbook) and Mexican Meal (June
2003).
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: You need to find one starch-based dish that you enjoy for each meal (this can
be the same starch for every meal – like potatoes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner). If you fail to make this choice,
and instead focus on mostly green and yellow vegetables, you will become ravenously hungry, out of control, and
soon off your new nutritional program – and there you will be, fat again.
Don’t overlook this essential component of each meal because you may have heard some nonsense like “starches
are fattening.” Remember that all successful populations living on healthy diets have had starchy plant foods as their
main sources of calories (Japanese – rice, Peruvians – potatoes, Papua New Guinea Islanders – sweet potatoes,
rural Mexicans – corn and beans, etc.) There are many unrefined starch dishes in all of our books and in the recipe
section of each newsletter. You will find the “Quick and Easy Cookbook” especially supportive for those beginning
the program – but all of more than 2000 published recipes from various sources are helpful.
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Avoid Refined Foods and Flours:
Those interested in the utmost efficiency for weight loss should eat their starches in an unprocessed and unrefined
condition. In practical terms, this means you minimize your intake of flour products. Flours are more rapidly absorbed than are the whole grains, causing a greater rise in insulin levels. The reason for this is that when you cut a
kernel (corn) or a grain (wheat-berry) into a thousand pieces with the steel blade of a grinder; you dramatically increase the surface area for absorption through the intestinal wall – rapid, more complete absorption means more insulin produced. Insulin’s job is to push fat into fat cells (adipose tissue) where it is stored as the “metabolic dollar” for
the day when no food is available – but for almost no one in Western societies does that day ever come.
Program Protocol: Except for a few offerings of whole corn tortillas, we eliminated all breads, pastas, bagels, and
other flour products. This was an easy adjustment for program guests.
Why did we allow corn tortillas, and not bread and bagels? You can effortlessly eat a half a loaf of bread in one short
sitting. That could be over 600 calories downed without a guilty thought – after all it is made of “all natural, whole
wheat flour, without butter.” Two or three corn tortillas, at 50 calories each, are more than enough for most people to
consume at one sitting.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Most of you will still easily lose weight and become healthy if you include
some flour products – even whole grain breads – in your diet – but, don’t over-consume them. For best results, these
processed foods should be kept for special occasions, and eliminated entirely if weight loss is difficult for you.

Eat Green and Yellow Vegetables:
Typically “popular diets” recommend that you eat large amounts of green and yellow vegetables, which are very low
in calories, thus filling your stomach with low energy bulk (they are high in nutrients, however). I suggest about onethird of the meal should be from these low-calorie vegetables for accelerating weight loss. If you are desperate, then
you may push that amount to one-half of your plate (measured roughly by your eye).
However, be careful that you do not eat so many of these low-calorie vegetable foods that your meals are no longer
enjoyable and satisfying for your hunger drive. You need the starchy selections for sustaining satisfaction. No population of people has ever lived on a diet based on low-calorie green and yellow vegetables. All successful societies
have centered their diets on starches (rice, potatoes, beans, corn, etc.) – and you must do the same for long-term
victory.
Program Protocol: At our live-in program, the dining room serving tables look like this:
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Begin with leafy green salads and bowl of shredded carrots, beets, celery, onions, and cabbage as
options to top your salad.
Then, choose any of 4 distinctly different flavorful, fat-free salad dressings which are set on the
serving table. For example, Oriental, Berry Vinaigrette, and Tofu Island. (Find dressings in the
August 2004 newsletter.)
Next take generous helpings two raw vegetable salads, like fat-free Coleslaw, Tomato Vegetable
Salad, and Spinach Salad.
Then you come to two hot steamed green and/or yellow vegetable dishes are served, like seasoned steamed carrots, zucchini, kale, baby bok choy, or broccoli. Our guests were asked to eat
full servings of these very low calorie dishes before moving on to the starches.
At every lunch and dinner take a bowl full of delicious soup based on beans and/or vegetables.
Popular examples included Black Bean, Broccoli, Sweet Potato, and White Bean.
Finally, finish off your meal with the starchy entree (like Shepherd's Pie, Mexican meal, or Stuffed
Green Peppers) and you will find yourself fully satisfied until the next meal, (sometimes coming
only 2 hours later as a hearty snack).
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Begin your main meals with a full bowl of mixed salad leaves and oil-free
bottled dressing. Supermarkets and natural foods stores sell bags of washed lettuce leaves and a large variety of
bottled, oil-free dressings. Make yourself a boiled or steamed vegetable dish, like carrots, broccoli, cauliflower,
and/or peapods. Have your starchy entrée last.

Eat More Raw Foods:
Raw vegetables are less digestible, providing fewer calories. Cooking begins the
digestion process of foods and breaks complex carbohydrates into simpler
(sweeter tasting) sugars – and more calories. Therefore, eat uncooked foods
when you have the chance in order to accelerate weight loss.
Program Protocol: During the Maximum Weight Loss Program a plentiful supply
of green and yellow vegetables, like baby peppers, green peapods, small tomatoes, jicama, broccoli, and carrot sticks were served at the back of the lecture
room. At mealtimes, the salad bar with lettuce leaves and a large variety of uncooked vegetable toppings were at the beginning of the serving line.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: One easy way to have raw vegetables handy for snacking anytime at home
is to slice up carrots, celery, green onions (scallions), bell peppers, and radishes, then put them in a bowl and cover
them with water (change water daily). Keep them at eye-level on a shelf in the refrigerator so they will be easily available and always fresh.
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Avoid All High-Fat Plant Foods:
Nuts, seed, olives, avocados, and soy products (unless they are manufactured to
be fat-free) are high in fat, which you will wear. Vegetable oils, like olive, corn,
safflower, canola, and flaxseed oil are 100% fat that will be transferred effortlessly
to your chin, buttocks, thighs, and abdomen. Avoid these as if they were poisons
for your personal appearance.
Program Protocol: These delicacies were not served to our guests during our
Maximum Weight Loss Live-in Program.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: When I was growing up, nuts were something you had for special occasions,
like Christmas. These richer foods should be kept for holidays, and then, only after you have lost all of your unwanted body fat.

Avoid Sugar:
Minimize sugar intake. Sugar raises insulin levels, preventing fat from coming out
of your fat cells. Simple sugar foods like table sugar (even brown sugar), maple
syrup, molasses, and honey are also very concentrated with calories.
Program Protocol: For the Maximum Weight Loss Program, sugar was not used
in the preparation of the foods (with a couple of exceptions). Sugar, honey, maple
syrup or molasses were not available on the dining tables. A no-calorie, sugar alternative, Stevia, was placed on the table and enjoyed by some of our guests.
We serve foods containing simple sugars for the first meal and the last 2 meals.
The first Friday evening meal was a little richer with a sugary dessert (brownies) to help some people make the transition more easily. Sugar in the last two meals was a little sweetener in a bean salad and maple syrup for our last
pancake breakfast. Guests were shocked by how intense the sugars tasted at this last meal and this served as an
education to show them how quickly their taste buds adapt. At all three of these meals, which included a sweetener,
there were plenty of sugar-free options served, if our guests chose not to indulge.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Keep the refined sugars out of the house if you are an “addict.” I find some
people deal with these sweeteners as if they were tobacco to a smoker, alcohol to a drunk, and heroin to a junkie.
You know who you are, so act appropriately.

Minimize Fruits:
Keep fruits to one or two a day. Fruit is largely simple sugar and people can easily
eat 10 to 20 servings a day without a guilty thought – after all, fruit is healthy. In
truth, fruits should be thought of as healthy desserts, made largely of sugar and
water (but with lots of wholesome nutrients). Vegetable juices (carrot, celery, tomato, etc.) are only slightly less detrimental to your weight loss than fruit juices.
Dried fruits are even bigger “calorie bombs.” They are concentrated into a small
volume by the dehydration processes, so you can eat 20 dried apples in the time it
would take you to eat 2 whole fresh apples.
Program Protocol: During the “regular” McDougall Programs in Santa Rosa we
serve a plentiful supply of fruits for snacks in our educational room. No dried fruits or juices are served.
The Maximum Weight Loss Program is much more restrictive. For snacks, fruits are replaced with green and yellow
vegetables, like baby peppers, green peapods, tomatoes, jicima, and carrots.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance:
For maximum weight loss you should avoid all juices and dried fruits, and keep the fresh fruits to a minimum. Fill
your refrigerator and bowls on your kitchen counter with vegetable treats like baby peppers, green peapods, jicima,
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broccoli, and/or carrot sticks. Readily available boiled potatoes are also helpful and very filling – make them even more
inviting with your favorite oil-free dressing or salsa.

Eat Slowly and Frequently:
Eat many smaller meals (8 to 14 times a day), rather than a few large ones (1 to 3 a
day). The advantages of frequent small meals are: (1) Less dependency on your
body’s storage mechanisms (there is no reason to store food, because it is always
available); (2) Lower total daily insulin production which occurs with small frequent
meals (same number of calories). (3) Improved awareness. This is most important,
because when you eat slowly and frequently, your brain and body have more time to
receive the “I’m full” messages from your intestines that you have eaten. Gorging on
a large meal generally means you will take in more food than you need long before
your mind registers that you have eaten sufficient food to meet your needs.
Program Protocol: Meal-times span a full hour each for breakfast, lunch and dinner during the live-in programs. At
each table sat the most interesting people – stimulating conversations kept guests sitting for the entire hour – filling
themselves with multiple platefuls of delicious foods. Our cooking class, taught by our dietitian and chef, was held midmorning. Her samples provided a full meal about 10:30 AM daily. Snacks of boiled potatoes, and green and yellow
vegetables were ever-present in the meeting room.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Divide all your meals into smaller portions. For example, eat a medium-sized
plate of food, leave the table for half an hour, and if you are still hungry, return for another similarly-sized plate. Plan on
many meals, and snacking throughout the day on healthy choices.

Keep Your Meals Simple (Monotonous):
Variety causes you to eat more. So, if you like something, eat it over and over again. You don’t have to worry about
adequate nutrition with a simple meal plan, as long as the foods you eat are unrefined
and based around a starch with a fruit and/or green and yellow vegetable.
Program Protocol: We did not follow this advice at the program. At each lunch and
dinner we had at least 10 choices of dishes that could make a satisfying meal. Our
goal was to show people options – over 100 selections in 10 days. Guests were not
expected to like everything we served – but most did.
They were instructed at the beginning of the 10 days that one of their goals for the
program was to find one item they liked and were willing to fix for breakfast – like steel
cut oat cereal or hash brown potatoes; one filling dish for lunch – like a baked potato with toppings, a plate of seasoned
beans and rice or a hearty soup; and something for dinner – like the mashed potato-based dish, Shepherd’s Pie, or the
Mexican Meal.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance:
Find three to nine dishes you have time to prepare daily and enjoy – and make these over and over again. Make large
batches of these items – put some in the refrigerator and package some for the freezer. However, if monotony bores
you, and instead, you like variety, we have over 2000 published recipes and a thousand of them fit the Maximum Weight
Loss Program – so enjoy!

Lower Salt Intake:
Saltiness is a taste enjoyed naturally by sensitive buds on the tip of your tongue. We seek salt. As a result, saltiness of
the foods increases the amount we consume. Eating can be driven by the desire for salt, rather than by real hunger.
Program Protocol: All dishes were made with no added salt, except for a very few that required soy sauce. People
love salt, so we had salt shakers on every table – they could add this flavoring to the surface of their foods. In this manner they consumed much less salt then they would have if the salt had been added during cooking, and they missed
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nothing in terms of familiar taste (saltiness).
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Learn to enjoy your foods with little or no added salt. Scientific research shows
it takes about 7 to 14 days to make the adjustment to less saltiness. If you must use salt, then add it to the surface of
the foods at the table, not during cooking.

It’s OK to be Hungry:
Sometimes you will find yourself in a situation where there is no healthy food available – like when you are out shopping,
at a party, or dining with friends. You don’t have to eat. No harm will be done. You won’t starve to death by waiting a
few hours until something healthy is available. Delaying gratification is the smart thing to do and when you do finally eat
the right foods they will taste extra delicious.
Program Protocol: No one went hungry during the 10 days with us. One of the lessons of our program was successfully taught – “You can eat as much as you want of delicious foods and lose weight.”
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: After leaving the program, people will not have multiple-course meals served to
them 3 times a day with snacks mid-morning and mid-afternoon – and thus, they are expected to lose even more briskly
at home. If you get stuck with nothing healthy to eat, your best choice in most cases is to go hungry – when you finally
do eat, the foods will be even more delicious than usual.

Exercise:
Exercise burns calories and causes you to take in more appropriate amounts of food – your appetite is regulated. Placing extra physical demands on your body will also send a message to your brain that you need to be trimmer in order to
perform at the requested level. Your body will adjust to these new demands by becoming lighter and fitter, so that you
will be able to run that mile and climb that mountain. Exercise before (rather than after) you eat to suppress your appetite even more.
Program Protocol: Each morning began with
an optional 7 AM walk with our fitness instructor. Daily exercise classes – in the exercise
room or in the heated pool were held at noon
just before lunch. The afternoon exercise sessions included Yoga. Guests had access to the
onsite athletic club with all of the most modern
fitness equipment and professional trainers to
help them with their routines.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: Find
an exercise you enjoy doing – walking, windsurfing, bicycling, etc. Join a local athletic club.
On both of our programs you will lose excess
weight even if you do not exercise, but you will
not be as fit as you deserve without a daily routine that challenges your muscles.

Avoid Alcohol:
Alcohol provides calories. Alcohol lowers inhi-
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bitions so you “can’t just eat one.”
Program Protocol: No alcohol is served at the program – but that does not mean that a few people did not have their
evening glass of wine when they returned to their private rooms.
Practical Tips for Home Compliance: You know if you have a problem with alcohol. If so, then life will go better for
you after this problem is resolved.

Real Benefits of the Maximum Weight Loss Program
We are very pleased with the first Maximum Weight Loss Live-in 10-day Program. The weight loss was slightly greater
than in the “regular” program, because the food choices were more restricted. However, this does not necessarily mean
this presentation will ultimately be more successful. Success to me means long-term changes. Will this more restrictive
training mean people are better able to permanently improve their lives? I believe so for several reasons:

The weight loss program consistently provides encouraging results. People like to see “good” numbers. Dramatic results make dramatic changes worthwhile. In other words, making changes with
little to show for them after all that effort is very discouraging.
Teaching people an even further change from their old habits may make their eventual compromises less damaging. In other words, for those who learn the Maximum Weight Loss Program,
cheating may mean simply going to the “regular” McDougall Program.

The Maximum Weight Loss Program may be the only way to success for people who have a difficult
time in losing weight. The program is highly effective and is the answer for those people with highly
efficient metabolisms and for those who refuse to exercise.
Once you have made the adjustments to the foods on the Maximum Weight Loss Program, you will
find that they are as enjoyable as any other foods you have learned to love in the past. You give up
nothing in terms of taste and everything in terms of poor health.
This program is associated with just as many improvements in health as are obtained from the
“regular” program – and there may even be further advantages for some health issues. For example, simple sugars raise triglycerides – the Maximum Weight Loss Program has fewer of these, including far fewer fruits. The program is largely wheat-free (no breads, pastas, and bagels). This
makes the Maximum Weight Loss Program particularly helpful for those few people who have
wheat-sensitivity problems, like Celiac Disease, food allergies, and some cases of headaches and
arthritis.
We have learned much by running this program and these lessons will result in changes in meals, activities, and educational experiences for the “regular” programs, weekends, and adventure trips we hold.
Our March 11 to 20, 2005 McDougall Program in Santa Rosa, California will offer a Maximum Weight Loss option at
every meal, along with “regular” program items. The April 15 to 24, 2005 Program will include almost exclusively Maximum Weight Loss dishes. Either program is right for you, regardless of your weight loss and health goals. Daily personal care is provided by John and Mary McDougall at each program. Please call (800) 941-7111 or write
heather@drmcdougall.com for more details and to sign up.
You can read more about this subject, with recipe help, in the book The McDougall Program for Maximum Weight Loss.
that day ever come.
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Sleep Like a Baby – Lessons from My Grandson on How to Cure Insomnia
My 12-month old grandson, Jaysen, and I (Dr. John McDougall) suffer from insomnia. You might guess this condition
is inherited. When we can’t sleep we are miserable and so are all those people around us. Those times when his
mother’s warm, comforting breasts fail to lull him to sleep, Jaysen becomes energized by his mother’s most perfect
food – all fired up and ready to entertain his parents until the late evening hours. Unfortunately, this is not always fun
for mom and dad. Parents long for a few peaceful hours after their children go to bed.
In order to avoid these bouts of insomnia, Jaysen’s mother makes certain bedtime is always on time. Jaysen arises
early each morning, because if he sleeps in past 7 AM, then he stays up late that night. If he naps too long during the
day or too late in the day then he is not ready for bed by 7 PM – and his parents tire quickly from his “sleeplessness.”
Thus, through trial and error his mother has independently discovered (like most parents) an already scientifically
established cure for insomnia – a cure known as “sleep restriction.”
Sleep Restriction Therapy

At least 25% of adults suffer from insomnia. Estimates are 18 million prescriptions
are written every year for sleeping pills. For
many people a nightcap of alcohol is their
sleeping pill. Both drugs have serious
drawback, including dependency. Yet, there
is a simple, cost-free, safe solution. “Sleep
restriction” is time-honored therapy, reported first in 1987 in a respected medical
journal to effectively and safely cure insomnia.1 The treatment is non-toxic, always
effective, cost-free, and side-effect-free.
The only down-side might be daytime fatigue – especially if you over-restrict your
sleep – but not when properly used. So
why do you not hear this recommendation
from your doctor when you complain about
insomnia? Why are you given a sleeping
pill as automatically as a reflex reaction to
your complaint? Why doesn’t this trusted
advisor simply recommend, “Don’t sleep so
much.”? For the same reason other diseases (heart disease, diabetes, arthritis,
depression, etc.) are treated with drugs
rather than with obvious diet and lifestyle
changes: PROFIT. And there are other
reasons: to the patient, drugs seem to require less effort – but in the long run they
cost the patient much more – and they
never cure chronic conditions. Many people do not feel satisfied with a visit to the
doctor if a prescription is not forthcoming.
Another Overindulgence: Sleep

Common knowledge says adults need 8
hours of sleep, and even more is better.
Sleep is seductive – during these hours you can escape from pains of daily life. There are phrases such as, “beauty
rest” and “no rest for the wicked” – which imply “good people” sleep more. However, like almost everything else in
life, an excess is harmful.
Infants and children need more sleep than 8 hours, and so do pregnant women. When we are sick we need extra rest
to recover. But normal healthy adults really need only 5 to 7 hours a night. Oversleeping leads to troubles as irritat-
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ing as insomnia and as serious as suicidal depression.3 Studies have shown that there is a “depressogenic” substance that is produced during sleep – this, as yet unidentified “substance,” is washed out during wakefulness.
Knowledge of benefits of sleep restriction has lead to the best treatment of mild to severe depression.4-10 Research
shows that as many as 70% of seriously depressed people – some so depressed they are on the verge of suicide –
can be completely relieved of that painful state with one night of “total sleep deprivation.” Simply restricting hours of
sleep is a highly effective, non-toxic, cost-free therapy for depression. Even people without diagnosed depression
improve their moods by not oversleeping.8
The Technique
If you have insomnia, then relief is as close as your alarm clock. Think of the most recent “poor” night’s sleep you
had. How many hours did you actually sleep? Pick this number for the amount of time you are going to spend in bed
tonight. For example, if you slept only 4 hours during your last bout with sleeplessness, then tonight you will spend
only 4 hours in bed.1 If sleep is found to be sound (efficient) after tonight, then you can add 15 minutes to the time
allowed in bed the next night. These additions can be made until you find the right number of hours in bed to cause
you a restful night. People suffering from troublesome night time frequent urination and restless leg syndrome at
night may find relief with this technique.
In addition to reducing the time spent in bed, you need to have consistency with your times in bed – off to bed in the
evening and rise in the morning at the same times. Restriction of stimulating beverages, like coffee and tea, will be
very important. Most people find a “good night’s sleep” from about 6 hours each night in bed.2
I have found 6 hours of sleep works for me – more than that and I won’t sleep well the next night, and significantly
less than 6 hours for several nights will cause me to become fatigued. Jaysen’s mother will tell you that control of
Jaysen’s time in bed is essential for a happy family life. You will need to exercise similar discipline if you are having
difficulties caused by oversleeping – in order to cure your insomnia.
References:
1) Spielman AJ, Saskin P, Thorpy MJ.. Treatment of chronic insomnia by restriction of time in bed. Sleep. 1987
Feb;10(1):45-56.
2) Morin CM, Kowatch RA, O'Shanick. Sleep restriction for the inpatient treatment of insomnia. Sleep. 1990
Apr;13(2):183-6.
3) Giedke H, Klingberg S, Schwarzler F, Schweinsberg M. Direct comparison of total sleep deprivation and late partial sleep deprivation in the treatment of major depression. J Affect Disord. 2003 Sep;76(1-3):85-93.
4) Wirz-Justice A. Sleep deprivation in depression: what do we know, where do we go?
Biol Psychiatry. 1999 Aug 15;46(4):445-53.
5) Giedke H. Therapeutic use of sleep deprivation in depression. Sleep Med Rev. 2002 Oct;6(5):361-77.
6) Adrien J. Neurobiological bases for the relation between sleep and depression.
Sleep Med Rev. 2002 Oct;6(5):341-51.
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8) Wu JC. The biological basis of an antidepressant response to sleep deprivation and relapse: review and hypothesis. Am J Psychiatry. 1990 Jan;147(1):14-21.
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Help Us With Your Stories and Reviews
Contribute Your Stories to the Newest McDougall Book.

Your Intestines from the Beginning

This book is about common intestinal problems from bad breath and indigestion to constipation and colitis. Look over
the lead articles in the 2002 newsletter archives in order to help you understand the topics of this new book.
We need your real life stories to share with others.
I will be happy to work with you on the writing and I have a wonderful writer helping me too – so don’t worry about being
too grammatically correct and you are also welcome to remain anonymous (this is a very personal subject).
Send contributions to me directly at drmcdougall@drmcdougall.com.

DVD Reviews Requested

We would like to hear from more of you on our new DVDs (3 sets)
by John and Mary McDougall, Doug Lisle, PhD, and Jill Nussinow, RD.
Please post your thoughts on the discussion board at http://www.vegsource.com/mcdougall/
Or send me a personal letter to drmcdougall@drmcdougall.com.
We will post some of your reviews on the web site with your permission only.
DVDs can be ordered from our website at www.drmcdougall.com.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John McDougall, MD
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Weight Loss Program Recipes
Many of the recipes that we served during the Weight Loss Program appeared in previous newsletters and were such
big hits that I wanted to list them again and encourage you to try them. There were many people in the program that
would have gladly had Shepherd’s Vegetable Pie every evening for dinner! You can find it in the April 2002 newsletter.
And on the final evening the Barbecued Bean Salad from September 2002 and the Baked Rice Pudding from February
2003 were the universal favorites. Here are a few of the other favorites from previous McDougall books.
TOFU ISLAND DRESSING
Servings: variable
Preparation Time: 5 minutes
Chilling Time: 2 hours
1 12.3 ounce package firm lite silken tofu
1/3 cup water
1 tablespoon lemon juice
3 tablespoons ketchup
2 tablespoons sweet pickle relish
1 tablespoon minced parsley
1 tablespoon minced red onion
1 teaspoon soy sauce
several twists fresh ground pepper
Place the tofu, water and lemon juice in a blender or food processor and process until smooth. Place in a
bowl and stir in remaining ingredients.
HINT: This is a thicker salad dressing similar to Thousand Island dressing. Serve on salads of your choice.
CREAMY CILANTRO GARLIC DRESSING
Servings: makes 1 ½ cups
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Chilling Time: 2 hours
2 cups cilantro leaves
1 teaspoon minced fresh garlic
1/2 cup water
1 12.3 ounce package firm lite silken tofu
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon soy sauce
Place the cilantro, garlic and 1/8 cup of the water in a food processor. Process until blended. Add remaining ingredients
and process until smooth.
HINT: Add more water if necessary to make this easy to pour over salads. To make this less cilantro flavored, use half
parsley and half cilantro.
SOUTHWEST RED POTATOES
Servings: 4
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
2 pounds red potatoes, cut into chunks
¼ cup chopped green onions
¼ cup oil free salad dressing
¾ teaspoon chili powder
½ to ¾ teaspoon ground cumin
1/8 teaspoon red pepper flakes (optional)
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Boil potatoes in water to cover for about 20 minutes, or until just barely fork tender. Drain. Place remaining ingredients in a non-stick frying pan. Add potatoes, cook until coated with spices, about 5 minutes.
HINT: Adjust the seasonings slightly to suit your tastes. For example, if you don’t like spicy foods, eliminate the red
pepper flakes. If you are not fond of cumin, just leave it out. Use different oil free dressings to change the flavor of these
potatoes.
ITALIAN POTATO SALAD
Preparation Time: 20 minutes
Cooking Time: 5-7 minutes
Chilling Time: 1 hour
Servings: 4-6
5 large red potatoes, scrubbed and sliced ¼ inch thick
½ pound mushrooms, sliced
1 small red onion, thinly sliced
½ cup chopped, roasted red pepper
¾ cup oil-free Italian dressing
1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil
Drop the potatoes into boiling water and cook for 5-7 minutes. Drain and set aside. Meanwhile, combine the remaining
ingredients and mix well. Pour over the potatoes and toss to mix. Cover and refrigerate for at least 1 hour before serving.
HINT: This may also be made with chunked potatoes instead of sliced. Cook the potatoes a bit longer (maybe 15-20
minutes) until they are just fork tender.
TOMATO VEGETABLE SALAD
Preparation Time: 30 minutes
Chilling Time: 1-2 hours
Servings: 6
6 tomatoes, chopped
2 cups corn kernels
2 zucchini, julienned
½ cucumber, finely chopped
½ cup water chestnuts, thinly sliced (optional)
4 shallots, finely chopped
1 tablespoon chopped fresh parsley
1 teaspoon chopped fresh basil
½ teaspoon minced fresh oregano
½ cup oil-free dressing
Combine all the ingredients and toss well to mix. Chill before serving.
HINTS: Fresh or frozen (thawed) corn may be used in this recipe. Green onions may be used in place of the shallots, if
desired. You will need about 6 of them. To finely chop and mince fresh herbs, place them in a measuring cup and snip
with a kitchen shears.
QUINOA GARDEN SALAD
Preparation Time: 15 minutes
Cooking Time: 15 minutes
Chilling Time: 2 hours
Servings: 6-8
2 cups water
1 cup quinoa, well rinsed
1 red bell pepper, chopped
1 green bell pepper, chopped
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½ yellow bell pepper, chopped
2 tomatoes, chopped
1 bunch chopped green onions
1 14.5 ounce can garbanzo beans, drained and rinsed
½ cup chopped fresh parsley
¼ cup chopped fresh mint
½ cup fresh lemon juice
1 tablespoon soy sauce
several dashes Tabasco sauce
several twists of freshly ground black pepper
Place the water and quinoa in a saucepan, bring to a boil, reduce heat, cover and cook for 15 minutes, until water is
absorbed. Remove from heat and set aside.
Meanwhile, combine the vegetables, beans, parsley and mint. Add the cooked quinoa and mix well. Add the remaining ingredients and toss well to mix. Cover and refrigerate for at least 2 hours before serving.
BROCCOLI BISQUE
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 20 minutes
Servings: 6-8
4 cups broccoli florets
3 cups vegetable broth
2 cups frozen chopped hash brown potatoes
1 onion, chopped
1 teaspoon dried dill weed
2 ½ cups soy or rice milk
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
dash white pepper
Place the broccoli, broth, potatoes, onion and dill weed in a medium pot. Bring to a boil, cover and cook over medium
heat for 15 minutes. Process in batches in a blender. Return to pot, add the non-dairy milk, the mustard and the
white pepper. Heat through and serve at once.
HINTS: I make this in a stainless steel pot and process it with an immersion blender directly in the pot. (An immersion blender is a small, hand-held appliance that will blend foods without removing them from the cooking pot or
bowl. Do not use an immersion blender in a non-stick pot.) If you buy the broccoli florets in bags it saves quite a bit of
the preparation time.

